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Abstract
Results of an in situ conduction ESR (CESR) study of HNO3 molecules intercalation into narrow highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) slab are presented. The changes in the graphite CESR signal line shape, intensity and line
width and the stepwise changes both of intensity and line width of CESR signal from intercalated sample have been
clearly detected during this reaction. Under the assumption that the graphite CESR signal evolution is caused by the
advance of a boundary separating the intercalated and non-intercalated HOPG, the average probability value of spin
reorientation during the collision of current carriers with this interface and the constant of two-dimensional diusion of
nitric acid molecules into HOPG were extracted from experimental data. Using the dependence of chemical potential on
exposure time of graphite in HNO3 atmosphere oered by the authors for the experimental conditions, the stepwise
evolution of CESR signal intensity from intercalated HOPG was calculated theoretically. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In spite of numerous publications devoted to
studies of various aspects of graphite intercalation
compounds (GICs) structure and properties [1±3],
hitherto many aspects of mechanism of ``guest''
molecules intercalation into graphite have not
received sucient attention. Conduction ESR
(CESR) technique is one of the most powerful
methods for studying the graphite intercalation
process, because shapes and intensities of the
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CESR signal both from non-intercalated and intercalated regions of graphite plate vary strongly
during the intercalation. However, because of the
diculty of similar experiments only a few CESR
studies of graphite intercalation process have been
undertaken [4±9]. But even in these cases, as a
consequence of skin eect the interpretation of the
changes in the graphite CESR signal during the
intercalation process comes across greater diculties. This paper is devoted to the results of an in
situ CESR study of HNO3 molecules intercalation
into narrow highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) slab (with basal plane width being comparable with the skin depth dc governed by the
graphite c-axis conductivity rc ). The results of
theoretical analysis of the origin of (1) the stepwise
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evolution of the CESR signal intensity from intercalated part of HOPG slab and (2) the increase
of graphite CESR signal line width during the intercalation process, are also presented.
2. Experimental
CESR measurements were carried out at room
temperature using an X-band E-line spectrometer.
The constant magnetic ®eld (H0 ) modulation frequency and amplitude were 2.5 kHz and 0.1 mT,
respectively. The experiments were carried out
on HOPG plates with height h  width l 
thickness d  0:4  0:04  0:02 cm3 , where h  l
are the dimensions of basal plane. The HOPG
samples were held in a quartz tube connected via
a valve to the reservoir with intercalate (liquid
HNO3 with density q  1:565 g/cm3 ). Nitric acid
vapors penetrated into the knee of reactor with the
graphite sample through the hole with the size
8  10ÿ3 cm2 in the ¯uoroplastic diaphragm.
Prior to the experiment, the system was evacuated
to eliminate air and water. During the measurements, H0 was applied along the graphite c-axis.
The basal l  h and lateral d  h sides were parallel to the magnetic component (Hrf ) of the microwave ®eld (Fig. 1). Note, that in the rectangular
resonator the structure of electromagnetic ®eld
of TE102 mode has such a form that, at a conventional setting of the resonator, H0 is parallel to
the electrical component (Erf ) of microwave ®eld
(Fig. 1).
According to data of the four-probe method, at
300 K, the rc conductivity of HOPG plate used is
equal to (7:7  0:8) Xÿ1 cmÿ1 . In the X-band experiment, the value dc  l=2 corresponds to this
conductivity, i.e., the whole volume of the HOPG
plate investigated was available for the CESR
studies.
3. Results
The CESR spectrum of HOPG plate consists of
single asymmetric line determined by Dyson
mechanism [10]. The spectrum is axial with respect
to the c-axis and is characterized by gk 

Fig. 1. The orientation of the HOPG plate with respect to the
external magnetic ®eld H0 and the cavity axis. Hrf , Erf and Prf
are the magnetic and electric components of the radiofrequency ®eld, and the Poynting vector in an unloaded rectangular cavity.

2:0474  0:0002 and g?  2:0029  0:0002. The
line asymmetry parameter, A=B, being determined
as the maximum/minimum peak height ratio, both
measured with respect to the base-line of the ®rst
derivative of CESR absorption line, is ÔnormalÕ in
the sense that the maximum peak occurs at the
lower magnetic ®elds and it is equal to 1.8. In
HOPG samples with l  dc , the value of A=B is
equal to 4, i.e., it is essentially ÔmetallicÕ. Small
value of A=B for the HOPG plate in our experiment is caused by the fact that CESR lineshape
tends to Lorentzian with A=B  1 at l ! 0.
Several minutes after the injection of HNO3 gas
into the part of reactor with the HOPG plate, the
CESR signal of graphite begins to transform and
decrease in intensity until it fully disappears (Fig.
2a). Simultaneously, a new signal with gk 
2:0019  0:0002, and g?  2:0030  0:0002 appears in the spectrum (Fig. 2b), where gi i  k; ?
is determined by the H0 value at the point of intersection of the ®rst derivative of CESR absorption line and the base line.
The line width (the intensity), DH I 
A  BDH 2 , of the graphite CESR signal increases (decreases) vs. exposure time, s, monotonously (Fig. 2a). The A=B ratio of signal increases
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tude decreases down to 2; the A=B maximum
corresponds to the moment when the phase reversal takes place (Fig. 2a). The gi i  k; ? values of graphite CESR signal do not change up to
its disappearance.
At the beginning of the reaction, a large scattering of the intensity, I   A  B DH 2 , and the
line width, DH  , values of CESR signal with gi has
been observed. As s increases, this scattering decreases and both the I  (s) and DH  (s) dependences
take a well-marked stepwise form (Fig. 2b). The
asymmetry ratio, A =B , and gi values of signal
remain constant up to the end of reaction.
4. Discussion

Fig. 2. CESR line shape parameters for (a) non-intercalated
and (b) intercalated parts of the narrow (l  2dc ) HOPG plate
vs. exposure time, s, in HNO3 atmosphere. 1(1 ), 2(2 ) and 3(3 )
correspond to DH (DH  ), A=B (A =B ) and I=I0 (I  =I0 ), respectively II    A  BDH 2  A  B DH 2 ; I0 is the intensity of
the Mn2 ESR signal of the standard sample (ZnS:Mn2 ); the
X-band; T  300 K. In (a) the shaded and open dots are referred to the normal and ÔreversedÕ line shape, respectively; halfshaded dot corresponds to the line shape with symmetric phase
with respect to the A peak.

initially, but it is still ÔnormalÕ reaching a maximum
value of A=B  13. Later, upon further exposure in
the intercalate atmosphere, the A=B ratio becomes
ÔreversedÕ (maximum peak, A, occurs at higher
magnetic ®elds than the peak B), and its magni-

With the con®guration of our ESR experiment
(Fig. 1), the microwave ®eld penetrates into the
HOPG plate mainly through its lateral sides,
which are parallel to both the c-axis and Hrf [11],
i.e. through the lateral sides h  d. Therefore, the
evolution of graphite CESR signal of the sample
investigated (Fig. 2a) is mainly due to variations of
the composition and properties of the HOPG plate
at the surface areas from these sides. The dependence of the shape and intensity of graphite CESR
signal on exposure time of a sample in HNO3 vapors is qualitatively identical to that of the ESR
signal line shape and intensity of the localized
spins in a metallic substrate on the thickness of a
spray-coated ®lm of another metal [12]. In our
case, the spins in consideration are certainly mobile, but for l=dc < 2 the CESR line shape does not
depend on spin mobility [13,14], i.e., in the
framework of the Dyson theory [10] in HOPG
plate investigated the spin carriers may be considered as localized. Therefore, the variations of
the shape and intensity of the graphite CESR
signal may be considered as caused by the formation of a macroscopic ÔintercalationÕ layer on
the HOPG substrate, and by the advance of the
boundary which separates the intercalated and still
not intercalated parts of sample. The invariability
of gi and gi i  k; ? values up to the disappearance of graphite CESR signal and the end of
reaction, respectively, indicates that the boundary
may be considered as non-conductive. This may be
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determined by signi®cant distortion of a carbon
net near the intercalation front and/or by the
presence of high phase-boundary electrostatic potential.
In the experiment under consideration, the
whole volume of sample investigated is available
for CESR studies. Therefore, the time of the
graphite CESR signal disappearance corresponds
approximately to the moment of contact of the
counter (antiparallel) intercalation fronts. Let us
assume, that the intercalation is determined by a
two-dimensional diusion-controlled process, i.e.,
the thickness of the intercalated layer, d  , depends
on the exposure time as d  2  2Dint s, where Dint
is intercalate two-dimensional diusion constant.
In such a case, having substituted the value of time
interval from the beginning of the graphite CESR
signal transformation up to its disappearance,
s  3 h, and d   l=2 to this expression, it is easy
to estimate the value Dint  1; 8  10ÿ12 m2 sÿ1 . It
is worth to note that this value of Dint well correlates with that obtained by high-resolution neutron scattering by Simon et al. [15]: Dint  4 
10ÿ12 m2 sÿ1 .
A new and unexpected result of this experiment
is the signi®cant broadening of the graphite CESR
signal from the beginning of the intercalation up to
the contact of the counter intercalation fronts (Fig.
2a). We suppose that the reason for it is the collisions of current carriers with the non-conductive
boundary between the intercalated and the nonintercalated parts of the HOPG plate. Indeed,
when the intercalation front advances inside a
plate the width of its non-intercalated part decreases and, therefore, the frequency of collisions
of spin carriers with the aforementioned interfaces
increases. Therefore, assuming the probability of
spin reorientation during such collisions to be
dierent from zero, the increase of the total rate of
spin relaxation of current carriers (the CESR line
width) with the time of intercalation can be observed. Note that in all previous ESR experiments
on graphite intercalation [4±9] which were carried
out on HOPG plates with l  dc , no broadening
of the graphite CESR signal was observed. This
indirectly supports our interpretation of the
graphite CESR signal broadening at the intercalation of the narrow l  2dc  HOPG plate. (The

widening of the CESR signal from the intercalated
graphite at the lowering of temperature [16±18]
and at the disordered±ordered (liquid±solid) transformation of the HNO3 layer near 250 K [16±18] is
of dierent nature and, therefore, is not discussed
in this paper.)
Using the relation (d  )2  2Dint s, the experimental dependence DH (s) (Fig. 2a) can be easily
transformed into the dependence DH (a), where
a  l ÿ 2d  is the thickness of the non-intercalated
part of HOPG plate (Fig. 3). The latter dependence can be calculated theoretically as well, using
the Dyson theory for the CESR in metals, including the eects of surface relaxation [10]. It is
assumed in this theory that an electron colliding
with the surface has a certain probability e of spin
reorientation, in addition to the steady probability
1/T2 (T2 is the spin-relaxation time due to the

Fig. 3. Graphite CESR line width, DH, vs. thickness of the
non-intercalated part of HOPG plate: a  l ÿ 2d  . The dots
correspond to the experimental data. The lines 1 and 2 correspond to the theoretical graphite CESR linewidth calculated
using the Dyson expression [10] with G  10 and 0 cmÿ1 , respectively. The values of Ra  2:4, dc  2:6  10ÿ2 cm and
T2  1:4  10ÿ8 s for HOPG plate intercalated, which are necessary for calculation of this theoretical dependences, were
taken from Ref. [19].
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collisions of current carriers with the imperfections
in the sample volume) which exists for all electrons. In the general Dyson expressions for CESR
line shape [10], the contribution of the surface spin
relaxation eects to the CESR line shape is determined by the value of the term Q  1=2Gh, where
G  3e=4K (K is the mean free path of current
carriers) and h is the sample thickness. (The analysis of the mentioned Dyson expressions has
shown that at given sample thickness the CESR
line width increases with parameter G value. For
G 6 0, the value of CESR line width tends to the
in®nity at h ! 0.) Obviously, if e is considered as
an average value of probability of spin reorientation during collisions of graphite current carriers
with the non-conductive phase boundary, then the
mentioned expressions can be used for analysis of
DH(a) dependence also. It is shown in Fig. 3,
where the results of such analysis are presented,
that the theoretical dependence of the graphite
CESR line width with G  10 cmÿ1 describes the
experimental data well. (The HOPG values of
T2  1:4  10ÿ8 s, TDa (the spin diusion time for
diusion along the graphite basal plane across the
skin depth dc )  8  10ÿ8 s and dc  2:6  10ÿ2
cm, which are necessary for the calculation of this
dependence, were taken from Ref. [19].) The resultant value of G and the typical HOPG values
of K  0:4±1:6  10ÿ5 cm [20] correspond to
e  0:5±2:1  10ÿ4 . It is worth noting that at
present there are no data on interface spin relaxation in conductors in literature. There are only
some published data on surface spin relaxation in
simple metals. For comparison, the surface spin
reorientation probabilities of conduction electrons
in Cu and Li bulk samples are equal to 10ÿ2 [21]
and 5  10ÿ6 [22], respectively.
Experimental data (Fig. 2b) show that intercalation process is not a continuous one, i.e., it has
clear stepwise shape: relatively short time intervals
with sharp increase in I  followed by the time intervals with I  being near constant. This fact is in a
good agreement with known literature data [1,23±
29] reporting that in many cases the graphite intercalation proceeds through the formation of
de®nite intercalation stages and that amount of
intercalate inside the sample and, as a result, current carriers concentration, increases when the
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GIC stage index decreases. According to our
X-ray diraction data, the ®rst (last) ÔplateauÕ in
experimental dependence I  (s) (Fig. 2b) corresponds to the seventh (second) intercalation stage.
Therefore, the number of steps in the I  (s) dependence is equal to the number of possible intercalation stages and the step-wise increase in I 
may be attributed to the sequence of stage transitions from the stages with large integer indices to
the stages with small ones. (The presence of two
close steps instead of one, corresponding to the
sixth stage (Fig. 2b), may be related with the
change in the stacking of graphite layers situated
between the nearest intercalate layers. First, such a
stacking transformation was observed in the second stage alkali-metal-intercalated graphite by Xray scattering measurements [30]. In C5n HNO3 the
stacking transformations were not investigated,
but the dierence in a stacking sequence in samples with even and odd stage indices was experimentally proved [31±33]. The energy barrier
associated with large-scale sliding of carbon layers
at the stacking transformation, and corresponding
changes in electronic structure decrease when the
stage index number decreases. This reason may
account for the absence of doubling the number of
steps corresponding to the stages with index n < 6
in the experiment considered (Fig. 2b). In the following calculations we neglected the splitting of
the ÔplateauÕ in I  (s) dependence corresponding to
the sixth stage). Under the above mentioned understanding of the reason for the stepwise dependence of I  (s), the time intervals with invariable
value of I  correspond to the periods, during which
the insertion of intercalate from gas phase into the
GIC plate is negligible. At this time, the concentration of current carriers in carbon layers does
not change, but the reorganization of intercalate
subsystem continues. In particular, this is con®rmed by the CESR line-width decrease within the
I  (s) ÔplateauÕ (Fig. 2b). The reorganization of the
intercalate subsystem during the considered time
intervals may consist of splitting and merging of
intercalate islands, at simultaneous increase of
their mean size, and in agreement with other necessary conditions for the next stage transition.
The most commonly used model for theoretical
investigations of staging phenomena in GICs is the
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Safran model [34], which is, in principle, an Ising
model with long-range antiferromagnetic interaction in external magnetic ®eld. In this model
interaction between intercalate molecules is supposed to be repulsive for molecules sitting in different graphite interlayer spaces, and attractive
for the neighboring ones in the same graphite interlayer space. Following the Safran idea [34],
Alstrom [35] has applied an one-dimensional Ising
model with the corresponding model Hamiltonian:
X
1X
Vij ri rj
1
H  ÿsign q0 l ri 
2 i6j
i
to the investigation of stage phenomena in GICs.
Interplanar repulsion of intercalate layers was introduced as Vij  1=2V ji ÿ jjÿa (V is some constant
depending on the total charge transfer between
intercalant and graphite layer, a is an integer
number related to the distribution of charge over
the intervening graphite planes, i and j are layer
indices). In Eq. (1), ri  1 if an intercalate layer in
the iÕth graphite interlayer space exists and ri  0
if not; q0 is the intercalate layer charge density,
that is 1 for donor intercalation and ±1 for acceptor intercalation; l is chemical potential with
respect to pure graphite. AlstromÕs [35] approach
consisted in using the analytical solution of Bak
and Bruinsma [36] for the problem of determining
the set of ri with minimizing this Hamiltonian.
The solution constitutes a ``devilÕs staircase'' R(l),
where the rational number R is the fraction of
graphite interlayer spaces ®lled with intercalate,
which means that R  1=n corresponds to the
stage with index n. Every R value (and corresponding stage) exists inside some stability interval
Dl of the chemical potential. This solution was
used by Alstrom [35] to describe the experiment
performed by Falardeau [24] on the relative
thickness increase of GIC plate in the z direction,
Dd=d0 , during intercalation with AsF5 :


Dd
c

ÿ 1 R  1; 42R;
d0
c0
where c and c0 are the lattice parameters of the ®rst
stage AsF5 -GIC and graphite, respectively (Fig. 4).
Comparison of theoretical results with experiment
was carried out under the assumption that the

Fig. 4. c-Axis expansion ratio Dd=d0 vs. reaction time s for
AsF5 -GIC (dots correspond to the experiment by Falardeau
[24], dashed and solid lines correspond to Alstrom [35] and our
theoretical calculations, respectively; stage indices are designated by the numbers).

dependence of the chemical potential on reaction
time s is similar to a relaxation equation:
l s  l1 1 ÿ exp ÿ s=s 

2

with l1  ÿ1:3 eV, s  2:8 h (Fig. 5). As Fig. 4
shows AlstromÕs theoretical dependence R(s) considerably diers from the experimental one: it
never reaches stage 1 and 2 and the time interval

Fig. 5. Time dependence of the chemical potential l (dots
correspond to the experiment by Falardeau [24], dashed and
solid lines correspond to Alstrom [35] and our theoretical calculations, respectively).
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for stage 3 is very large [35]. It is worth noticing
also that this method is based on the use of the
theoretical dependence R(l) for the equilibrium
states (and stability intervals Dl under equilibrium
conditions) and subsequent transformation of
R(l) to R(s) with some proposed dependence l(s).
From this it follows that application of the method
of calculation is reasonable only for the cases with
intercalation process being slow enough to be
treated as a succession of equilibrium states. The
advantage of the AlstromÕs calculations [35] is the
ability to qualitatively predict the stepwise dependence R(s).
Another approach to the problem of intercalation process was proposed by Kirczenow [37]. This
approach was based on computer simulation for
intercalation kinetics and stage transitions with
application of Monte-Carlo method using the
Hamiltonian as follows:
H

X
1X
KN 
Nuij  Ed ;
2 i6j
i

3

where the summation is over the elementary islands of intercalate and N is the number of atoms
(molecules) in the island. In Eq. (3), the ®rst term
is the Helmholtz free energy, second term is the
interplanar repulsion energy of intercalate islands,
third term is the dislocation energy corresponding
to the edges of islands. The Kirczenow method [37]
has the advantage that it allows to trace the intercalation process in microscopical scale (within
the frameworks of some model) and to elucidate the qualitative features of this process. However, the disadvantage of the method comes from
computational limitations which allow simulation
for relatively small systems only, and necessity
to solve a complex problem if chosen numerical
method and Hamiltonian (and its parameters)
correspond to the particular intercalation process
under investigation.
In our paper for the theoretical interpretation
of the observed experimental dependence I  (s)
(Fig. 2b), analytical expressions for the stage
fractions calculation by Kirczenow [38] (model of
stage order and disorder as a result of the evolution of Daumas±Herold domains during intercalation process) have been utilized. In the
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frameworks of that model the calculation for the
stage fractions fi at given parameters (temperature,
chemical potential, domain size etc.) may be ful®lled as follows [38]:
!
X
exp ci   1 ;
4a
fi  exp ci 
i

iW
ci  N0 ln N0 ÿ N lnN ÿ N0 ÿ N  ln N0 ÿ N  ÿ
kT


1
ezN 2
ui N 2
lN 
ÿ cN0 ÿ

:
2N0
N0
kT
4b
Expression (4b) was found from the minimization
of the free energy W with respect to the distributions fi and in-plane density x of intercalate within
domain x  N =N0 . In Eq. (4b), N0 is the number
of lattice-gas sites available to the intercalant in
any graphite interlayer space within domain, N,
the number of sites ®lled with intercalant, T, the
temperature, k, the Boltzmann constant, l, the
chemical potential, e, the nearest neighbor in-plane
interaction energy between intercalants and, z, the
in-plane coordination number, ui  m0 iÿa , the repulsive interaction between intercalate layers
across i carbon layers, c, the energy per lattice-gas
sites which is required to separate the host layers
suciently to admit the intercalants. Having l
known and substituting other parameters to Eq.
(4) we can obtain ®lling coecient x and distribution fi for the possible stages i. Then, resulting
values let us estimate the total amount M of intercalant in GIC (Mmax corresponds to the M value
in pure ®rst stage GIC):
X 1 N
:
5
M  Mmax fi
i N0
i
In the experiment under consideration (the
HOPG plate width l  2dc ) CESR signal intensity
I  increases with the amount of intercalate molecules in the sample, i.e. I  / M. The problem of
choice for l(s) dependence, which is necessary for
the I  (s) calculation using Eq. (5), is a non-trivial
one. In the present paper, following Alstrom [35],
we have carried out the simulation of the intercalation process by introducing some dependence of
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the chemical potential l on time. It was supposed
that during intercalation GIC system passes
through a set of quasi-equilibrium states. Such
assumption is supported by the following fact: in
the considered experiment, intercalation process is
slow enough and the lifetimes of de®nite stages
greatly exceed the duration time of transitions
between stages (Fig. 2b).
The reason for using in calculation of equilibrium states the analytical Eq. (4) by Kirczenow
[38] instead of those by Alstrom [35] in the
frameworks of ``devilÕs staircase'' model, is because Eq. (4) take into account the stage disorder
phenomena. These phenomena are of importance
in stage transitions [38], as con®rmed by the numerical calculations of intercalation kinetics [37].
Basing on the foregoing qualitative consideration the following procedure has been used to
obtain the dependence l(s) corresponding to our
experimental conditions. The threshold values of
chemical potential li , which correspond to the
stage transitions from stages with indices i  1 to
ones with indices i, were calculated with Eq. (4)
theoretically. Corresponding threshold time values
si have been determined from experiment. The
results of such calculations are presented in Fig. 6.
Before using in our analysis, the above procedure for determination of li and si was tested by

applying to the aforementioned Alstrom treatment
[35] of the Falardeau experiment [24]. Our calculations show that for the mentioned experiment
the li (si ) dependence may be successfully ®tted by
the relaxation-like Eq. (2) (Fig. 5) but with dierent values of l1 and s (other parameters used
were the same as in Ref. [35]). The subsequent
calculation of Dd=d0 (s) dependence for the Falardeau experiment [24] with new values of l1 
ÿ5:08 eV and s  14:2 h demonstrates more satisfactory agreement with the experimental dependence than those by Alstrom [35] (Fig. 4).
It is seen in Fig. 6 that for our experiment the
dependence li (si ) qualitatively diers from adopted by Alstrom [35] Eq. (2). Probably, the reason
for such deviation is the fact that aforementioned
simple relaxation-like function is a good approximation for large exposure time only (see below).
Therefore, we have used more general expression
for l(s) dependence:
l s  p0 sl0 s  p00 sl00 s
with

l0 s  asb ;

l00 s  l1 1 ÿ exp ÿs=s ;

6a
6b
6c

where a and b are some real numbers, p0 s and
p00 s are the weight functions, meeting the condition: p0 s  p00 s  1.
In Eq. (6a), the ®rst term is dominant during the
initial stages of intercalation, which are characterized by necessity of considerable pristine
graphite deformation. The second term becomes
dominant for the stages with low indices at the
large time values. The formation of these stages
requires large intercalate amount and, therefore,
time. For these reasons functions p0 s and p00 s
have been chosen as follows:
p0 s  exp ÿs=s0 ;
p00 s  1 ÿ exp ÿs=s0 ;

Fig. 6. Chemical potential of the narrow (l  2dc ) HOPG plate,
l, vs. exposure time, s, in HNO3 atmosphere. Dots correspond
to the threshold values li and si ; solid line corresponds to the
theoretical curve (Eq. (6)).

where s0 is the characteristic time, at which transition from one regime to another takes place. In
our case (Fig. 2b), s0 is about 10 h. The calculation
results for I  (s) in the frameworks of the abovestated model (with the set of parameters [38]:
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reorientation during collisions of current carriers
with the interface between the intercalated and the
non-intercalated parts of the plate. Similar experimental and theoretical investigations of graphite
intercalation by other intercalants are in progress.
Acknowledgements

Fig. 7. The experimental (m) and the calculated (Ð) integral
intensity, I  , of the CESR signal from intercalated HOPG plate
vs. exposure time, s, in HNO3 atmosphere.

N0  300, ze  1 eV, c  1 eV, m0  0:3 eV, a  1)
are shown in Fig. 7 and demonstrate a good
agreement with experiment.

5. Conclusion
Graphite intercalation by HNO3 molecules and
stage transformations have been studied by CESR
technique in narrow HOPG plate with width being
comparable with the graphite skin depth governed
by c-axis conductivity. As a result, the signi®cant
broadening of the graphite CESR signal during
transport of the intercalate through the initial
graphite sample and the stepwise changes in the
intensity of the intercalated graphite CESR signal
on exposure time in HNO3 atmosphere have been
clearly detected. Theoretical consideration for the
time evolution of CESR parameters of signals
both from non-intercalated and intercalated regions of sample has been carried out. A new form
for the dependence of chemical potential vs. exposure time has been introduced with arguments
presented, resulting in successful description of
experimental dependence of CESR signal intensity
from intercalated graphite. The broadening of
graphite CESR signal during the advance of the
intercalation front into the initial graphite sample
has been explained by non-zero probability of spin
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